
From: Hayley Goodson
Sent: 6/11/2010 9:35:31 AM

jweil@aglet.org (jweil@aglet.org); rmp@cpuc.ca.gov (rmp@cpuc.ca.gov); 
ljt@cpuc.ca.gov (ljt@cpuc.ca.gov); |Redacted _____________To:
Redacted

| Redacted \ Bob Finkelstein
(bfmkelstein@tum.org); nms@cpuc.ca.gov (nms@cpuc.ca.gov); jab@cpuc.ca.gov 
(jab@cpuc.ca.gov)
Yura, Jane (/0=PG&E/0U=C0RP0RATE/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JKY1); Singh, 
Amrit P (/0=PG&E/0U=C0RP0RATE/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=APS5)

Cc:

Bcc:
Subject: RE: Meeting today 

Patrick,

TURN will have our high level number for you today.

Hayley

RedactedAt 06:53 PM 6/8/2010, wrote:

Laura, Bob, James, Nicholas, Jonathan, Mark, Clayton:

Confidential
Please Do Not Forward

I just pressed "send" without finishing the note below. Here it is again.

Confidential

Thanks for meeting with Jane, Amrit and me today.

PG&E is prepared to put a number on the table early next week, assuming 
TURN can provide at a high level an indication of where it stands on its current 
position (i.e., revenue requirment number) so that we can factor in that
information into our internal discussions related to an offer we would make next 
Monday or Tuesday.

Proposed next steps.

TURN provides a high level number (no need for details) of its position by the 
end of this week.

SB GT&S 0025395
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PG&E comes to a meeting on Monday or Tuesday at the CPUC with an offer.

Laura, I'd appreciate your getting a room if DR A, TURN and Aglet agree to 
meet.

Thanks

Redacted

From: Redacted
Sent: Tuesday, June 08, 2010 6:45 PM
To: ljt@cpuc.ca.gov; hayley@turn.org; Bob Finkelstein; jweil@aglet.org; rmp@cpuc.ca.gov;
nms@cpuc.ca.gov; jab@cpuc.ca.gov

Cc: Singh, Amrit P; Yura, Jane

Subject: Meeting today

Confidential

Thanks for meeting with Jane,Amrit and me today.

PG&E is prepared to put a number on the table early next week, assuming 
TURN can provide at a high level an indication of where it stands on the overall 
number so that we can facotr in that information in our internal discussions 
realted to an offer we would make next Monday or Tuesday.

Proposed next steps.

TURN provides a high level number (no need for details) of its position by the 
end of this week.

PG&E comes to a meeting on Monday or Tuesday at the
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